ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS

STAFF FROM ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS

Recognized General and Special Hospitals

Clinical Instructors of the Austin Hospital and Repatriation Hospital Clinical Schools

Associate Dean (Clinical) of the Clinical School
BERNARD SWEET, MB BS FRACP MRCP

AUSTIN HOSPITAL

Department of Medicine

Hospital staff:

Senior Physicians

ROBERT NEIL HOPE, MB BS FRACP
ANDREW COLGATE NEWELL, MD BS FRACP
BERNARD SWEET, MB BS MRCP FRACP

Physicians

DAVID HARDING, MB BS DCH FRCP
SANDFORD LLOYD SKINNER, BS MD Adel.
ANTHONY PETER REX LUDBROOK, MB ChB Otago MRACP
G. RAJAH RAM RAJENDRA, MB BS Singapore MRACP
JEFFREY MAX SLONIM, MB BS MRACP
MARY ROSE STEWART, MB BS MRACP

Medical Director of Renal Unit
JOHN KINGSLEY DAWBORN, PhD Lond. MB BS FRACP

Physician to Renal Unit
WALTER HEALE, MB BS FRACP

Assistant Renal Physician
DIANE MARIE WILSON, MB BS FRACP

Director of Endocrinology
GEORGE JERUMS, MD FRACP

Endocrinologist
ROBIN MACKINTOSH LINTHROP MURRAY, MB BS

Director of Spinal Unit
DAVID BURKE, MB BS MRACP

Director of Gastroenterology
RICHARD ALAN SMALLWOOD, MD BS FRACP

Director of Cardiology
ALAN JAMES GOBLE, MD BS FRACP MRCP

Cardiologists
MAURICE ROSENBAUM, MB BS FRACP
BERNARD TREISTER, MB ChB

Senior Dermatologist
BRIAN ROGER ENTWISLE, MB BS DDM Syd.

Senior Rheumatologist
ELIZABETH ROMA LENAGHAN, MB BS Melb. DCH Lond. MRCP

Senior Thoracic Physicians
PETER REAY BULL, MD BS FRACP FCCP FACMA
JONATHAN ARTHUR STREETON, MB BS FRACP

Thoracic Physician
CLARENCE GORDON PRICE, MB BS FCCP

Senior Psychiatrists
JOHN MATHEW FIELDING, MD BS DPM FANZCP MRCPsych
NORMAN GOLD, MB BS DPM MANZCP MRCPsych
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Senior Adolescent Psychiatrist
MICHAEL JONAS, MB BS MANZCP DPM McG.

Director of Child Psychiatry
GEORGE LUCIEN LIPTON, MB BS FRACP FANZCP MRCPsych

Assistant Psychiatrist
KEITH ADEY, MB BS DPM

Oncologist
WALTER JOSEPH MOON, MB BS MRACP

Allergist
RICHARD ASKIN CHENOWETH, MB BS FRACP

Senior Neurologist
PETER FRANCIS BLADIN, BSc MD BS FRACP

Neurologist
JOHN VERNEA, MD Bucharest

Haematologist
PETER ANTHONY CASTALDI, MD BS Syd. FRACP

Senior Paediatrician
GEOFFREY GILLAM, MB BS FRACP

Paediatrician
DAVID HILL, MB BS MRACP

Fellows in Medicine
RICHARD BLAMIRE SEWELL, MB BS

Clinical Pharmacologist
FRANK JOHN VAJDA, MD BS MRCP FRACP

Clinical Superintendent Medicine
DAVID GEORGE LEGGE, MD BS FRACP

Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology

Hospital staff:
Senior Gynaecologist
DAVID ALAN ABELL, MB BS MGO FCOG S.A. MRCOG FAGO

Gynaecologist
CHRISTOPHER STEPHEN TARGETT, MB BS FRCS Edin. MRCOG FAGO

Assistant Gynaecologist
PETER WINTON ASHTON, MB BS MRCOG FAGO

Department of Pathology

Hospital Staff:
Director of Anatomical Pathology
JOSEPH MICHAEL XIPELL, MB BS FRCPA

Assistant Pathologist (Anatomical Pathology)
HENRY JOHN COOK IRETON, MD Tor. FRCPA

Director of Biochemistry
GRANT PATTISON, MB BS DCP Lond. FRCPath FRCPA

Director of Haematology
PETER ANTHONY CASTALDI, MD Syd. FRACP FRCPA

Director of Medical Microbiology
FREDERICK ANGELO TOSOLINI, MB BS Adl. PhD A.N.U. FRCPA

Research Associate
JOHN MICHAEL CONELLAN, BSc Q’ld. PhD A.N.U.
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Department of Psychiatry

Hospital Staff:

Senior Psychiatrists
  *NORMAN GOLD, MB BS DPM MANZCP MRCPsych
  GEORGE LIPTON, MB BS FRACP FANZCP MRCPsych

Staff Psychiatrists
  *MIKE JONAS, MB BS MANZCP DPM
  *AIYA WILSON, MB BS MANZCP

Assistant Psychiatrists
  *JOHN EDWARD SHEEDY, MB BS MRACGP
  *KEITH ADEY, MB BS DPM

Clinical Psychologists
  *TANIA ROGERS, BA MA MAPsS
  *GEORGE ARTHUR STORY, BA DipEd DipPsych MAPsS MACE
  *KEVIN WILLIAM WALSH, BA MSc MB BS

Department of Surgery

Hospital Staff:

Senior Surgeons
  *LEONARD THOMAS STRETTON, MB BS FRACS
  *NEIL JOHNSON, MB MS FRCS FRACS
  *JAMES RUSSELL FERGUSON DOWNIE, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Surgeons
  *JOHN PETERSON ROYLE, MB BS FRCS Edin. FRCS FRACS FACS
  *PETER FRANCIS HART, MB BS FRCS FRACS
  *BRIAN FOWELL BUXTON, MB MS FRCS FRACS

Senior Orthopaedic Surgeon
  *JOHN MACKINNON GRANT, MB BS FRACS

Orthopaedic Surgeons
  *ROBERT JOHN BARTLETT, MB BS FRACS
  *NEIL ARTHUR BROMBERGER, MB BS FRACS
  *NEIL GRAEME CULLEN, MB BS FRACS
  *JOHN FALVEY O'BRIEN, MB BS FRACS
  *MICHAEL JAMES SHANNON, MB BS FRACS

Senior Cardiothoracic Surgeon
  *JOHN PATRICK RICHARDSON, MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS

Cardiothoracic Surgeon
  *WILFRÉD LAURENCE SIMPSON, MB BS FCCP FRACS

Senior Neurosurgeon
  *JAMES MURRAY CALVERT, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Neurosurgeons
  *JOHN MICHAEL WOODWARD, MB BS FRCS
  *STEFAN JACEK SOKOLOWSKI, MUDr Vienna MD Gdansk

Senior Ophthalmologist
  *BARRY DESMOND COOTE, MB BS DO Lond. FRCS Edin. FRCS FRACS

Ophthalmologist
  *KEITH MARKWICK, MB BS Lond. FRCS FRACS DO DA Lond.

Senior Plastic Surgeon
  *JOHN SADLER BARNETT, MB BS FRACS
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Plastic Surgeons
*JOHN ALLAN BUNTINE, MB BS FRACS
*GEOFFREY IAN BIRD, MB BS FRCS Edin.

Assistant Plastic Surgeons
*WILLIAM GREGORY GILBERT, MB BS FRACS

Senior Otolaryngologist
*GEORGE LIONEL GRAY, MB BS Q'ld DLO FRCS FRACS

Otolaryngologists
*ALFRED ARTHUR ANDERSON, MB BS Ceylon DLO
*DAVID ALEXANDER LYNCH, MB BS Q'ld DLO FRCS Edin. FRACS

Assistant Otolaryngologist
*BOMAN NOSHERWAN IRANI, MB BS Bombay FRCS Canada FRACS

Senior Urologist
*HAROLD FREDERIC ROWE STORY, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Urologist
*RODNEY ROBIN ADLINGTON SYME, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Assistant Urologist
*PETER SUTHERLAND LAWSON, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Senior Paediatric Surgeon
*ALEXANDER WILLIAM AULDIST, MB BS FRACS

Paediatric Surgeon
*EUSTACE JULIAN KEOGH, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Oral Surgeon
*JOHN BURNETT RICHARDSON, MB BS MDS FRCS

Director of Diagnostic Radiology
DAVID POWELL THOMAS, MB BS Q'ld DMRD Lond. FRCR FRACR

Director of Anaesthesia
ROBIN WILLIAM SMALLWOOD, MB BS FFARACS

Assistant Director of Anaesthesia
GEOFFREY ALAN GUTTERIDGE, MB BS FFARACS

Anaesthetists
*VICTOR BRAND, MB BS DA FFARACS
*MALCOLM JOHN BROWN, MB BS FFARACS
*ROBERT WILLIAM COWIE, MB BS FFARACS
*MALCOLM EVANS, MB BS Lond. DA FFARCS
*NANCY LILIAN FERGUSON, MB BS DA MFARACS Lond.
*BERNARD CHARLES FIRTH, MB BS DA FFARCS
*BRUCE SPALFORD OWEEN FOX, MB BS FRACGP FFARACS
*EDGAR ROBERT NISBITT GILLIES, MB BS FFARACS
*JOHN KOHN, MB BS FFARCS
*JAMES ARTHUR LOWSON, MB BS FFARACS
*ROBERT WILLIAM EDWARD MANSER, MB BS DA
*COLIN MACDONALD MELVILLE, MB BS FFARCSI
*IAN RONALD PHILPOT, MB BS FFARACS
*SILVIA PLESMANN, MB BS FFARACS
*PHILLIP RUBINSTEIN, MB BS FFARCS
*MICHAEL JOHN SEYFORT, MB BS FFARACS
*COLUMBA STEEDMAN, LRCP and SI LM Rotunda DA Lond.
*MARK JOHN SULLIVAN, MB BS DA Lond. FFARACS

Medical Director Spinal Injuries Unit
DAVID COLLIS BURKE, MB BS DPRM

Deputy Medical Director Spinal Injuries Unit
GERALD UNGAR, MB ChB Liv. DipPhysMed

Radiotherapist
*RONALD ATKINSON HURLEY, BCE MB BS FRACP FRCRA FFR

Resuscitation Officer
VACANT
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REPATRIATION HOSPITAL

Department of Medicine
Hospital staff:
Consultant Psychiatrist

PHILIP SYDNEY EYLES, BA MB BS DPM 1CS&P Lond. MANZCP

Department of Nuclear Medicine

LIONEL BARRY ARKLES, MRCS Eng. LRCP Lond. MRACP

Department of Surgery
Hospital staff:
Consultant (Surgery)

IAN CONRAD HEINZ, MB MS FRACS FRCPA FACS

Specialist (Surgery)

KENNETH JOHN MILLAR, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Specialist (Orthopaedics)

ROBERT LEONARD HODGE, MB MS FRACS

Specialist (Resuscitation)

BRUCE MacCULLUM JONES, MB BS FRACS

Clinical Instructors of the Fairfield Hospital Clinical School
Chairman of the Clinical School and Medical Superintendent of Hospital

JOHN ALLAN FORBES, AM MB BS FRACP FACMA

Deputy Medical Superintendent of Hospital

NOEL McKENZIE BENNETT, MB BS MRCP Edin. FRACP FACMA

Clinical Instructors in Communicable Diseases (Specialist Physicians)

NOEL McKENZIE BENNETT, MB BS MRCP Edin. FRACP FACMA
JOHN ALLAN FORBES, AM MB BS FRACP FACMA
ALVIS KUCERS, MB BS FRACP
CHARLES RONALD LUCAS, MB BS FRACR
HUGH FRANCIS NEWTON-JOHN, MB BS MRCP FRACP
ALISTAIR MURRAY SANDLAND, MB BS DTM & H Syd.
ALLEN PENG YUNG, MB BS FRACP
PETER ANTHONY STANLEY, MB BS MRACP

Pathologist and Bacteriologist

PETER CAVANAGH, MA MD Dubl. FI Biol Lond. DipBact Lond.

Medical Virologist

IAN DAVID GUST, DipBact Lond. BSc(Med) MD BS FRCPA MASM

Clinical Instructors of the Mercy Maternity Hospital

Clinical School
Chairman of Clinical School

Professor NORMAN ALBERT BEISCHER

Hospital Staff:

Senior Obstetrician/Gynaecologists

†CHARLES ANTONIO BARBARO, MB BS FRCS Edin. FRACS FRCOG FAGO
‡KEVIN ALBERT BARHAM, MB BS FRCS FRACS FRCOG FAGO
‡GERALD ARTHUR MANLY, MB BS FRCS FRACS FRCOG FAGO
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Obstetrician/Gynaecologists

†DONALD PUI-CHEE CHAN, MB BS FRCS Edin. FRCOG FAGO
FRCS Glasgow MMSA Lond.
†IAN ALEXANDER MacISAAC, MB BS FRCS FRACS MRCOG FAGO
†MICHAEL WILLIAM SOMERVILLE, MB BS FRCS FRCS Edin. MRCOG FAGO

Associate Obstetrician/Gynaecologists

†PETER WINTER ASHTON, MB BS MRCOG FAGO
†ROBERT JOHN HORSFALL, MB BS FRACS MRCOG FAGO
†PETER ANTHONY LONG, MB BS MRCOG FAGO
†HOWARD MACDONALD WALKER, MB BS MRCOG FAGO

Paediatric Physician

†HOWARD JAMES MORRIS GOLDBERG, MB BS MRCP FRACP

Medical Director

†JAMES ERNEST BREHENY, MB BS FRACP

Director of Anaesthesia

†PATRICK ALAN MAPLESTONE, MB BS DA FFARACS

Directory of Community Medicine

†LAWRENCE IVAN HATHERLEY, LRCP MRCS Lond. FRACGP

Obstetrician/Gynaecologist to Endocrinology Clinic

†MICHAEL SHINE FORREST, MB BS FRCOG FAGO

Director of Pathology

†LEON ISRAEL TAFT, BSc MB BS FRCPA MRCPath

Deputy Director of Pathology

†ALAN STEWART BODEY, BSc MB BS FRCPA MRCPath

Director of Radiology

†CHRISTINE MARY ACTON, MB BS MRCPA

Resuscitation and Renal Physician

†EDWARD FRANCIS O'SULLIVAN, MB BS FRACP

Clinical Instructors of the Peter MacCallum Clinic

Hospital Staff:

Chairman of Clinical School

JAMES PATRICK MADIGAN, BS MD DTR FRACP FRCRA

Medical Director

PETER LESLIE THOMAS ILBERY, MB BS MD DMRT R.C.P. & S. FRCRA FRACP

Breast Unit

DANIEL PUI SEK CHAN, MB BS H.K. DMRT Lond. FFR—Head of Unit
†JAMES MATAR, MB BS MRACR FRCP Can.—Radiotherapist
♦RICHARD CLAYTON BENNETT, MB BS FRACS FRCR Eng.—Consultant Surgeon
♦IAN SHEARER RUSSELL, MB MS FRACS FRCR Eng.—Consultant Surgeon

Gastro-Intestinal Unit

RONALD ATKINSON HURLEY, BCE MB BS FCRA MRACP FFR—Head of Unit
†JAMES MATAR, MB BS MRACR FRCP Can.—Radiotherapist

Germinal Tumours Unit

JAMES JOSEPH CAMPBELL, MB BCH BAO MRACR FRCR
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Gynaecological Unit
GEOFFREY ROSEVEAR KURRLE, BS MD DTR FRACP FRCRA—Head of Unit
JAMES JOSEPH CAMPBELL, MB BCh BAO MRACR FRCR—Radiotherapist

Haematology Unit
IAN ALLAN COOPER, MB BS Syd. FRACP—Head of Unit
JUE CHONG DING, MB BS MRACP

Head and Neck Unit
JAMES PATRICK MADIGAN, BS MD FRACP FRCRA—Head of Unit
ROBIN KERR, MB BS FFR FRACR—Radiotherapist in Charge
*WILLIAM BRIAN FLEMING, MB MS FRACS FRCS FACS—Consulting Surgeon
†THOMAS MICHAEL MACKENZIE LONG, MB BS FACS FRACS—Consulting Surgeon
*HUGH SIMPSON MILLAR, MB BS FRCS FRACS DLO Lond.—Otorhinolaryngologist
†PETER ADRIAN GREY, MB BS FRACS FRCS DLO—Chemotherapist

Lung Unit
KUNDAN LAL, MB BS DMRT FAPS Sing.
*ANTHONY CHARLES WILSON, MB BS FRACS—Consulting Thoracic Surgeon
*DENIS GRAEEME ROBERTSON, MB BS FRACP—Consulting Thoracic Physician

Lymphoma Unit
JAMES PATRICK MADIGAN, BS MD DTR FRACR FRCRA—Head of Unit
THOMAS FRASER SANDEMAN, MD ChB DMRT FRCR FRACR—Consultant Radiotherapist
†FRANCIS GIBSON PARKIN, MB BS DTR—Senior Radiotherapist
IAN ALLAN COOPER, MB BS Syd. FRACP—Consultant Haematologist
JUE CHONG DING, MB BS MRACP—Assistant Haematologist

Neuro-surgical Unit
DAVID WIGG, MB BS RDA DTR MRACR FFR—Head of Unit
*JAMES MURRAY CALVERT, MB BS FRCS FRACS—Consultant Neurosurgeon

Paediatric Unit
CYRIL CHARLES JULIUS MINTY, MB BS DTR FFR FRACR—Head of Unit
*HENRY EKERT, MB BS FRACP—Visiting Paediatrician

Sarcoma Unit
ROBIN KERR, MB BS FFR FRACR—Head of Unit

Skin Unit
CYRIL CHARLES JULIUS MINTY, MB BS DTR FFR FRACR—Head of Unit
Sir BENJAMIN KEITH RANK, Kt CMG Hon.DSc Punjabi MB MS LRCP FRCS FRACS FACS Hon.FRCS Can. Hon.FASCT Hon.FRCSE

Urology Unit
THOMAS FRASER SANDEMAN, MD ChB DMRT FRCR FRACR—Consultant Radiotherapist
*HAROLD FREDERIC ROWE STORY, MB BS FRCS Eng. FRACS—Consultant Urologist
Pathology Department
REGINALD MOTTERAM, BSc MB BS Adel. FRACP FRCPA—Head of Unit
PHILLIP NORMAN JENNINGS IRONSIDE, DPath Eng. MB BS FRCPA—Senior Pathologist

Diagnostic Radiation Department and Department of Nuclear Medicine
JOHN JOSEPH MARTIN, MB BS FRACR FFR—Head Diagnostic Radiologist
JOHN BARRY DRAKE, MB BS MRACR—Senior Radiologist

Dental Unit
WILLIAM DWYER, MDSc LDS FRACDS

Research Units:

Biological Research
GEORGE STEWART HODGSON, MD Chile
†RAY BRADLEY, MSc PhD
†JOHN RADLEY, MSc PhD

Haematology Research
IAN ALLAN COOPER, MB BS Syd. FRACP
JUE CHONG DINC, MB BS MRACP

Endocrine Research
†ROBIN MACKINTOSH LATHROP MURRAY, MB BS

Medical Physics
†KENNETH CLARKE, MSc ARCS FInstP FAIP
†RAYMOND DE GROOT, BSc MAIP

Clinical Instructors of the Royal Children's Hospital Clinical School

Chairman
PROFESSOR DAVID MILES DANKS, MD BS FRACP

Physicians—heads of Units
ELIZABETH KATHLEEN TURNER, MD BS
BERNARD WILLIAM NEAL, MD BS FRACP
THOMAS GLOVER MADDISON, MB BS Adel. MD FRACP
LIONEL ERIC GEORGE SLOAN, MB BS FRACP FACMA
JOHN MAURICE COURT, MB BS FRACP

Physicians
DAVID ALEXANDER McCREDIE, BSc MD BS FRACP
MARGERY CLARE MCKINNON, MB BS FRACP DCH
JAMES ASHTON KEIPERT, MB BS MRCP Edin. DCH
SAMUEL MENAHEM, MD BS MRACP
JOHN MARTIN McNAMARA, MB BS FRACP
ARNOLD SMITH, MB BS MRACP

Associate Physicians
NAN JOHNS, MB ChB Edin. DCH Glas. BA MD
IAN PETER McINTYRE, MB BS MRCP Edin.

Chairman of Department of Surgery
NATHANIEL ALBERT ALFRED MYERS, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Surgeon—heads of Units
PETER GRIFFITH JONES, MB MS FRCS FRACS FACS
ROBERT FOWLER, MD BS FRACS
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Surgeons
- EDWARD DURHAM SMITH, MD BS FRACS FACS
- MAXWELL KENT, MB BS FRACS
- JOHN RIDLEY SOLOMON, MB BS FRCS FRACS
- HELEN RAE NOBLETT, MB BS FRACS
- JUSTIN HENRY KELLY, MB BS FRACS
- ALEX AULDIST, MB BS FRACS

Associate Surgeon
- EUSTACE JULIAN KEOGH, FRCS FRACS

Director of Anaesthesia
- THOMAS CHRISTOPHER KENNETH BROWN, MB ChB LMCC FFRACS

Director of Intensive Care Unit
- GEOFFREY CHARLES MULLINS, MB BS FFARACS

Director of Cardiology
- ALEXANDER WYNNE VENABLES, MD BS FRACP

Assistant Cardiologist
- BRIAN DAVID EDIS, MB BS FRACP

Director of Casualty Services
- JOHN HURST, MB BS FRACGP

Director of Neonatal Unit
- GEOFFREY LEON GILLAM, MB BS MRACP

Deputy Director of Neonatal Unit
- ROBERT NEIL DAVIE ROY, MB BS MRACP

Assistant Neonatal Paediatrician
- NEIL THOMAS CAMPBELL, MB BS FRACP

Physician to Cerebral Palsy Clinic
- JOHN MACLEOD GOOCH, MB BS DCH MRCP

Dermatologist
- JOHN ROBERT KELLY, MD BS FRCP FRACP

Endocrinologist
- HENRY NORMAN BURGESS WETTENHALL, MD BS FRCP FRACP

Cardiac Surgeon
- MALCOLM ROGER STEWART ARNOLD, MB BS FRACP

Physician to Diabetic Clinic
- JOHN MAURICE COURT, MB BS FRACP

E.N.T. Surgeon
- CLIVE FRANCIS HENRY PYMAN, MB BS DLO FRACS

Director of Haematology Clinic
- HENRY EKERT, MB BS FRACP

Assistant Haematologists
- KEITH WATERS, MB BS FRACP
- PETER SMITH, MB BS MRACP

Director of Haematology Laboratory
- GEOFFREY PHILLIP TAURO, MB BS MCPA

Director of Department of Gastroenterology
- GRAEME BARNES, MD FRACP

Medical Geneticist
- DAVID MILES DANKS, MD BS FRACP

Director of Department of Thoracic Medicine
- PETER DUHIC PHELAN, BSc MD BS FRACP

Deputy Director of Department of Thoracic Medicine
- LOUIS LANDAU, MD FRACP

Nephrologist
- DAVID ALEXANDER McCREDIE, BSc MD BS FRACP
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Assistant Nephrologist
HARLEY POWELL, MB BS MRACP

Neurologist
IAN JAMES HOPKINS, MD BS FRACP

Neuro-Surgeon
GEOFFREY LEWIS KLUG, MB BS FRACS

Physician-in-Charge of Phenylketonuria Clinic
THOMAS GLOVER MADISON, MB BS Adel. MD FRACP

Chief Orthopaedic Surgeon
PETER FREDERICK WILLIAMS, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Deputy Chief Orthopaedic Surgeon
MALCOLM BENBOW MENELAUS, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Senior Assistant Orthopaedic Surgeons
JOHN STANLEY JAMES MORLEY, MRCS LRCP FRCS FRACS
WILLIAM GRANT DOIG, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Director of Handicapped Children’s Centre
GORDON KEYS SMITH, MB BS FRACS

Director of Pathology
ALAN LLEWELYN WILLIAMS, MD BS MCPA

Plastic Surgeons
GEORGE STRETTON GUNTER, MB MS FRCS FRACS
ALAN ROSS WAKEFIELD, MS FRCS FRACS

Deputy Plastic Surgeon
JOHN SADLER BARNETT, MB BS FRACS

Director of Psychiatry
WINSTON SELBY RICKARDS, MD BSc FRACP FANZCP FRCPsych

Deputy Director of Psychiatry
ELISABETH MAUD WANN, MB ChB Dub. MANZCP

Psychiatrists
MARCUS KINGSLEY BENJAMIN, MB BS FRACP DPM MANZCP
FRACP MRCPsych
FRANK IVOR BISHOP, MB BS FRCS
O. H. D. BLOMFIELD, MB BS BSc DPM FANZCP MRCPsych MAPsS
MIEE CEng
PHYLLIS LEWIS, MB BS MANZCP DPM MRCPsych
JUDITH LINNANE, MB BS MANZCP DPM
O. H. D. BLOMFIELD, MB BS BSc DPM FANZCP MRCPsych MAPsS
MIEE CEng
HUGH GARNER, MB BS MANZCP
JOHN WALTER CELL TILLER, MB ChB BSc MRACP FRACP DPM
MANZCP

Director of Radiology
VALERIE MAYNE, MB BS MRACR

Radiologist
B. HOUGHTON ALLEN, MC ChB MRACR

Director of Department of Anatomical Pathology
PETER ELLIS CAMPBELL, MB BS MCPA

Director of Department of Clinical Biochemistry
JOHN FRANCIS CONNELLY, MD BS

Audiologists
EDWARD HENRY KEIR, TTCTD
PETER DAVIDSON, BA VTTD TPTC

Senior Speech Therapist
CYNTHIA ELIZABETH EDGELL, MACST
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Psychologist
JOHN SMITH WILLIAMS, MA N.Z. MAPsS ABPsS

Clinical Instructors of the Royal Melbourne Hospital Clinical School

Associate Dean (Clinical)
KENNETH JAMES GRICE, MD BS FRCP FRACP

Physicians
WILLIAM McINTOSH ROSE, MD BS MRCP FRACP
THOMAS HENRY HURLEY, MD BS FRACP
KENNETH FAIRBURN FAIRLEY, MD BS MRCP FRACP
JOHN STEWART PENINGTON, MD BS MRCP FRACP
PETER WILLIAM SUTHERLAND, MD BS FRACP
HAROLD STANLEY SYMONS, MB BS FRACP MRCP
PETER ALEXANDER VALENTINE, MB BS FRACP MRCP
ALFRED JOHN WALL, MD BS MRACP
RICHARD GRAHAME LAIRKINS, BS MD MRACP
PETER BERT GREENBERG, BS MD PhD MRACP
JOHN RICHARD SULLIVAN, MB BS MRCP U.K.
JOHN OWEN KING, MD BS FRACP

Head of Clinical Research Unit
IAN REAY MACKAY, MD BS FRCP FRACP

Consulting Surgeons
THOMAS ACKLAND, MD MS FRCS FRACS FACS
DOUGLAS ROBERT LESLIE, MB MS FRCS FRACS
GORDON GRAHAM CALDER MCKENZIE, MB MS FRCS FRACS

Surgeons
ROWAN GEORGE WEBB, MB BS FRCS FRACS
WILLIAM BRIAN FLEMING, MB MS FRCS FRACS
ALAN MORTON CUTHBERTSON, MB MS FRCS FRACS FACS
IAN SHEARER RUSSELL, MB MS FRACS FRCS
GABRIEL ANDREW KUNE, MB BS FRCS FRACS FACS
GRAHAM ADLINGTON SYME, MB BS FRCS FRACS
PETER ROBERT SCOTT, MB BS FRCS Edin. FRCS FRACS
THOMAS MICHAEL MACKENZIE LONG, MB BS FRACS
PETER GUSTAV BRYAN NELSON, MB BS FRACS FRCS
NOEL DESMOND SHERSON, MB BS FRACS FRCS

Allergist
SAUL WIENER, MD BS Zür. PhD FRACP MCPATH MCPA

Anaesthetists
TREVOR TALBOT CURRIE, MB BS DA Eng. FFARCS FFARACS
JAMES MATTHEW BELL, MB BS DA FFARACS
HERBERT C. NEWMAN, MB BS DA FFARCS FFARACS
PATRICIA MACKAY, MB ChB N.Z. DA FACS FFARCS FFARACS
FFARACS
ALFRED OWIES, MB BS DA
EDGAR ROBERT NISBIT GILLIES, MB BS FFARACS
ARTHUR FREDERICK WOODS, MB BS FFARACS
WILLIAM HENRY TAYLOR, MB BS FFARACS
DAVID KOMESAROFF, MB BS DA FFARACS
MAXWELL LINDSEY, LRCP MRCS MB BS Lond. DA FFARCS

Physician Specialist to Cardiology Department
HARRY GEORGE MOND, MB BS MRACP

Clinical Assistant to the Cardiology Department
JOHN TIMOTHY DOWLING, MB BS MRACP

Clinical Oncologist
WALTER JOSEPH MOON, MB BS
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Dermatologists
IAN OLIVER STAHALE, MD BS DDM *Syd.* MRCP FRACP
DAVID SCOTT NURSE, MD FRACP MRCP *Edin.* MACD

Endocrinologist
FRANK IAN RUSSELL MARTIN, MD BS FRACP

Gastroenterologist
DAVID JOHN FONE, MD BS FRACP

Senior Gynaecologist
IAN ALEXANDER McDONALD, MB BS FRCS FRACS FRCOG

Gynaecologist
GRAE Y RODERICK McLEISH, MB BS FRCS MRCOG FRACS

Medical Officer for Physical Medicine
MALCOLM ELLISTON SCOTT, MB BS MRACP

Senior Neurologist
PETER EBELOING, BSc MD BS FRACP MRCP

Neurologist
ROBERT JOHN HJORTH, MD MRACP

Neuro-Surgeon
DAVID SCOTT BARRINGTON BROWN BILL, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Senior Ophthalmologist
JAMES EWEN KIRKWOOD GALBRAITH, MB BS FRCS

Ophthalmologist
BRUCE ALEXANDER CRAWFORD, MB BS DO FRCS FRACS

Senior Orthopaedist
WILLIAM ERIC SWANEY, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Orthopaedist
KINGSLEY WALLIS MILLS, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Otorhinolaryngologist
HUGH SIMPSON MILLAR, MB BS DLO FRCS FRACS

Plastic Surgeon
FRANK JAMES HAM, MB BS FRACS FRCS

Psychiatrist
JOHN CHARLES PROCTOR CONE, MD BS MANZCP

Radiologist
LEON SLONIM, MB BS MRCRA FFR

Radiotherapist
JOHN MARTIN BRADLEY, MD BS DTR FRACP MRCRA

Respiratory Specialist
MICHAEL COWPER FRANKLYN PAIN, MD *Syd.* BS MRACP

Rheumatologist
KENNETH DAVID MUIRDEN, MD BS FRACP

Senior Thoracic Surgeon
IAN HAIC McCONCHIE, MB MS FRACS

Thoracic Surgeon
GEORGE WILLIAM WESTLAKE, MB BS FRACS

Senior Urologist
DOUGLAS BURLAND DUFFY, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Urologist
IAN NORMAN NUNN, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Senior Vascular Surgeon
DONALD GORDON MACLEISH, MB MS FRCS FRACS

Vascular Surgeon
BRIAN FOWELL BUXTON, MB BS FRACS

Medical Administrator
JOHN SAMUEL YEATMAN, MB BS FRACP
ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS

Deputy Director of Diagnostic Radiology
JAMES ROBERT SYME, MD BS MRACP DDR FFR Lond. FCRA

Director of Anaesthetics
RUSSELL GEOFFREY COLE, MB BS DA R.C.P. & S. Melb. FFARCS FFARCS

Director of Anatomical Pathology
JOHN DOUGLAS HICKS, MB BS FCPath MRACP MCPA

Director of Biochemistry
DAVID GORDON CAMPBELL, MB ChB FCPA FRACP

Director of Cardiology
JOHN GRAEME SLOMAN, BSc MB BS FRACP FRCP Edin. MRCP Lond. FACC Edin.

Assistant Director of Cardiology
VERE DAVID URQUHART HUNT, MB BS FRACP

Director of Casualty Services
JOHN PETER BUSH, MB BS MRCS LRCP MRACGP DObst RCOG

Director of Department of Gastroenterology
DONALD JAMES BOURNE ST. JOHN, MB BS FRACP MRCP

Director of Haematology
DAVID CROSBY COWLING, MD BS FRACP FCPa

Director of Intensive Care
JOHN FRANCIS CADE, MD BS MRACP PRD CRCP FRACP

Director of Medical Microbiology
EUGENE ROBIN JOSEPH PAVILLARD, MB BS FRCPA

Director of Nuclear Medicine
JOHN THOMAS ANDREWS, MB BS Lond. LRCP MRCS DObst RCOG FRACP MCRA

Assistant Physicians
QUITUS DE ZYLVA, MB BS MRACP
ERIC CAMPBELL LAIRD, MB BS MRACP
MICHAEL RANDLE LUXTON, MB BS FRACP
IAN KAYE FORBES, MB BS MRACP
JOHN BUCHANAN, MB BS MRACP

Assistant Physician to Clinical Research Unit
MICHAEL JOHN SCHUMACHER, MB BS FRACP

Geriatrician
STUART JOHN HUNT SHEPHERD, MB BS DipHospAdmin LHA

Physician to the Renal Unit
TIMOTHY HAMISH MATTHEW, MB BS FRACP

Physician to Haematology Clinic
JOHN RICHARD SULLIVAN, MB BS MRCP U.K.

Assistant Endocrinologists
JEANNINE WHITECROSS MILLS, BSc MB BS
LESLEY JAMES NORTON, MB BS MRACP DipMedLabTech

Assistant to Medical Officer for Physical Medicine
SUZETTE BLIGHT, MB BS

Associate Assistant to Clinical Research Unit
GEOFFREY BEADLE, MB BS

Assistant (Medical)
HELEN BYRNE, MB BS MRACP

Assistant to Medical Officer for Physical Medicine
SUZETTE BLIGHT, MB BS

Associate Assistant to Clinical Research Unit
GEOFFREY BEADLE, MB BS
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Clinical Assistant to the Medical Officer for Physical Medicine
PETER LANGTREE COLVILLE, MB BS

Lecturer in Vaccination
BRIAN JAMES FEERY, MB BS MRACCP

Lecturer in Tuberculosis
KEITH COWAN, MB BS

Lecturer in Infectious Diseases
JOHN ALLAN FORBES, MB BS FRACP

Assistant Surgeons
ROSS McMILLAN ADIE, MB BS FRACS FRCS
JOHN PAXTON COLLINS, MB BS FRACS
PAUL REX BALFOUR KITCHEN, MB BS FRACS
JAMES CAMPBELL BOYD PENFOLD, MB BS FRACS FRCS

Assistant Urologists
WARREN JOHNSON, MB BS FRACS
PETER SUTHERTHERAL LAWSON, MB BS FRACS

Assistant Surgeon (Nephrology)
VACANT

Assistant Orthopaedists
OWEN WILLIAM DEACON, MB ChB Birm. FRACS FRCS
PETER KUDELKA, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Special Thoracic Surgeon
MICHAEL HENRY WILLIAM MULLERWORTH. MB BS FRCS FRACS

Assistants to the Otolaryngologist
PETER ADRIAN GREY, MB BS FRACS FRCS DLO
JOHN KENNETH BARNES, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Assistant Ophthalmologist
PETER KAYE BRYAN, MB BS FFA FRACS DO

Assistant Gynaecologists
PETER SYDNEY ALLEN, MB BS MRCOG
PETER CONDOS, MB BS MRCOG
ARTHUR JOSEPH DAY, MB BS MRCOG FRCS FRCS Edin. FRACS

Assistant Plastic Surgeons
WILLIAM FRANCIS WILSON, MB BS FRACS
HUNTER JOHN HALL FRY, MS MB FRCS FRACS
THOMAS HAMILTON ROBBINS, MB BS FRACS
GEOFFREY IAN TAYLOR, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Assistant Neurosurgeon
DAVID WALLACE, MB BS FRACS FRCS

Associate Assistant to Orthopaedist
CLIVE JONES, MB BS FRACS

Anaesthetists
NANCYE EUNICE EDWARDS, MB BS FFAFRACS
MAURICE CEDRIC HUDSON, MB BS FFAFRACS
RODERICK JOSEPH BRAMSTON TIERNAN, MB BS FFAFRACS

Research Fellow to Cardiac Department
JITENDRA KANTELAL VOHRA, MD Bomb. MRCP MRACP

Assistant Pathologists
JOHN BOWES HOBB, MB BS BscMed FRACP
WILLIAM McIntosh Rose, MD FRACP MRCP
ROGER ALEXANDER SINCLAIR, MB BS

Associate Assistant (Medical)
ALVIS KUCERS, MB BS FRACP
ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS

Research Fellow in Endocrinology
JOHN WARK, MB BS

Affiliated Teaching Staff at Western General Hospital

Clinical Supervisor
*VICTOR SELYUNG MAR, MB MS FRCS Edin. FRCS FRACS

Senior Physicians
SOL BRAND, MD BS
ERWIN ARNOLD DODGE, BSc MB BS FRACP
RENE HENRI DUPUCHE, MB BS MRCP MRACP
JOHN YULE MATHEW, MB BS FRACP
LESLIE JAMES NORTON, MB BS MRACP AAIMT

Physicians
SHING TUNG FAN, MB BS MRACP
POROOR VIKRAMIN, MB BS MRACP
STEVEN KALOWSKI, MB BS MRACP
ANTHONY NEIL HUNTER, MB BS

Senior Surgeons
JOHN KENDAL FRANCIS, MB MS FRCS FRACS
VERNON CHARLES MARSHALL, MB BS FRCS FRACS
WILLIAM MELVILLE McDONALD, MB BS FRCS FRACS
JACK LINDSAY SWAN, MB BS FRCS FRACS
RAYMOND BARRY KING, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Surgeons
SEK TIM LOH, MB BS FRCS FRACS
THOMAS BOURKE POLINESS, MB BS FRCS FRACS
HARRY ROSS, MB BS FRACS
JOHN BARRY SWAN, MB BS FRACS

Senior Ophthalmologist
JEFFREY LONG, BSc MB BS DO FRCS MACC

Senior Orthopaedic Surgeon
KEVIN FRANCIS KING, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Senior Plastic Surgeon
ROBERT VANCE THOMPSON, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Senior Urologist
DAVID ROBERT HOLDEN KENNEDY, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Dermatologist
BASIL GEORGE ANDREWS, MB BS MACD

Director of Intensive Care
IAN RECHTMAN, MB BS FFARACS

Director of Casualty
BRYAN WALPOLE, MB BS FROS Edin.

Director of Pathology
ALISON KINNEAR GARVEN, MB BS DCP FRACP FRCPA MAACB

Clinical Instructors of the Royal Park Psychiatric Hospital

Clinical School

Psychiatrist Superintendent
WILLIAM RICHARD McLEOD, BA MD BS DPM FANZCP MRCPsych

MRACP

Consultant Psychiatrists
*EDMOND YU KUEN CHIU, MB BS Q’ld. DPM Eng. MANZCP
HART DASS CHOPIRA, MB BS Punjab DPM Ranchi MD Bihar MANZCP
MRCPsych
DILEEP SINCH RASTOGI, MB BS Lucknow MD AHMS
WALIMUNI CHANDRA PADMANATHA DE SILVA WIJESINGHE, MD
BS Ceylon DPM Eng. FRCP Edin. FRCPsych Lond. MRCP Lond.
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Psychiatrist
ROSS HOWARD MARTIN, MB ChB Otago DPM

Clinical Instructors of the Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital
Clinical School
Chairman of Clinical School
Professor GERARD WILLIAM CROCK, MB BS FRCS FRACS FRACP

Eye Section
Honorary Surgeons
PETER RONALD BRETT, MB BS DO FRACS
JOHN LLEWELLYN COLVIN, MB BS Q'ld DO R.C.P. & S. Lond. FRCS Edin. FRACS
BARRY DESMOND COOTE, MB BS DO Lond. FRCS Lond. & Edin. FRACS
WILLIAM ELLIOTT GILLIES, MB BS DO FRCS Edin. FRACS
JULIAN BERNARD HEINZE, MB BS DO FRCS FRACS
JAMES McBRIDE WHITE, MB BS DO FRACS

Honorary Senior Assistant Surgeons
JAMES PAUL BORGER, MB BS Syd. DO Lond.
LAURENCE ARTHUR CARROLL, MB BS DO Lond. FRCS FRACS
BARRY NICHOLLS, MB BS DO FRACS
IAN FLETT ROBERTSON, MB BS DO R.C.P. & S. Lond. FRACS
PAUL ANTHONY ROSEN, MB BS DO FRACS MACO
SAMPLER TROSKI, MB BS DO

Honorary Assistant Surgeons
WILLIAM NOEH CHIN, MB BS DO Lond. FRCS
ERNEST FINKELSTEIN, MB BS DO
HANS JOSEPH LORBEER, MB BS FRACS
KEITH SAYERS MURRAY, MB BChir Cantab. DOMS Lond. MRCS LRCP
JUSTIN EDWARD MURPHY, MB BS DO
JOSEPH YEUNG, MB BS DipAmerBoardOphth

Clinical Instructors of the Royal Women's Hospital Clinical School
Chairman of Clinical School
Professor SIR LANCE TOWNSEND, Kt VRD MD BS DTM&H Lond. FACS FRCS Edin. FRACS FRCOG Hon.FRCSCan. Hon.FCOG S.Afr. Hon.FACOG

In-Patient Obstetrical Surgeons
FREDERICK DOUGLAS ADEY, MB BS FRCOG FAGO
PAUL ELLIS JEFFERY, MB BS DGO FRCOG
IAN CHARLES ROSS, MB BS MGO FRCOG FAGO
JOHN GRANTLEY SHELTON, MBE MB BS FRCOG FAGO

In-Patient Gynaecological Surgeons
WILLIAM CHANEÑ, MB BS DGO FRCS Edin. FRACS FRCOG
WALTER IAN HAREWOOD JOHNSTON, MB BS MGO FRCOG FAGO
BARRY LEE GRIFFITHS KNEALE, MB BS DGO FRACS FRCOG FAGO
ALWYN RIVETT LONG, MB BS DGO FRACS FRCOG FAGO

Out-Patient Obstetrical Surgeons
LOUIS JOHN HARRISON BUTTERFIELD, MB ChB N.Z. DObst MRCOG FAGO
PETE RHEATH, MB BS MRCOG FAGO
MICHAEL KLOSS, MB BS MRCOG FAGO
GRAEME JOHN RATTEN, MB BS MRCOG FAGO

Out-Patient Gynaecological Surgeons
JOHN STANLEY BARNES, MB BS FRCS Edin. MRCOG
GARY DONALD BYRNE, MB BS MRCOG FRCS Edin.
PETER PEREZ GLENNING, MB BS MGO FRCS Edin. FRACS MRCOG FAGO
DONALD JOHN RAWLING, MB BS MRCOG FRCS Edin. FAGO
ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS

Paediatric Physician
FRANK REX BETHERAS, MB BS MRCOG FAGO

Paediatric Surgeon
NATHANIEL ALBERT MYERS, MD BS FRCS FRACS

Radiotherapist
GEOFFREY ROSEVEAR KURRLE, MD BS DTR FRACP FRCA

Medical Superintendent
GAD TREVAKS, MB BS Dip Hosp Admin LHA FACMA

Director of Radiology
JACOB SILBERBERG, MB ChB MMedRad(D)

Director of Pathology
DENYS WOODESON FORTUNE, MB ChB Brist. MRCPE MRCPA

Director of Anaesthesia
KEVIN McCaul, MBE LRCPi LRCsi LM DA RCS FFARCS FFARCS Hon.FFARCSI

Assistant Surgeons
MAXWELL COLE, MB BS MRCOG FAGO
BARRY JOHN DAWSON, MB BS MRCOG FAGO
STANLEY BRUCE JOHNSON, MB BS MRCOG
JOHN RICHARD LEE NEIL, MB BS MRCOG FAGO

Clinical Instructors of the St. Vincent's Hospital Clinical School

Associate Dean (Clinical)
JOHN JAMES PATRICK BILLINGS, KCSG MD BS FRCP FRACP

Physicians to In-Patients
JOHN TERENCE CAHILL, OBE MD BS FRCP FRACP
MAURICE VIVIAN CLARKE, CBE MD BS FRACP FRCP
JAMES EDWARD FITZGERALD, MD BS FRACP
LUKE MURPHY, MD BS MRCP FRACP
JOHN FRANCIS NIALL, MB BS FRACP MRCP

Physicians to Out-Patients
KERRY JOHN BREEN, MD BS FRACP
RENE HENRI DUPUCHE, MB BS MRCP FRACP
GEORGE STEWART HALE, MD BS FRACP
WILLIAM CARRICK HEATH, MB BS FRACP
MICHAEL JOSEPH KEATING, MB BS FRACP
EDWARD FRANCIS O'SULLIVAN, MB BS FRACP

Surgeons to In-Patients
THOMAS EMMANUEL ANTONIE, MB BS FRCS FRACS
JOHN LEONARD CONNELL, MB MS FRCS FRACS
DESMOND GARVAN HURLEY, MB BS FRCS FRACS
JAMES RICHARD McCoy, MB MS FRCS FRACS
PETER JOHN RYAN, MB MS FRCS FRACS

Surgeons to Out-Patients
BRIAN THOMAS COLLOPY, MB BS FRCS FRACS
JOHN COUNDLEY DOYLE, MB BS FRCS FRACS
JAMES MICHAEL SHAW, MB BS FRCS FRACS
PAUL KEITH STEEDMAN, MB BS FRCS FRACS
IVO DOMINIC ANTHONY VELLAR, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Physician to Alcoholism Clinic
JOSEPH NATALINO SANTAMARIA, MB BS FRACP

Physician to Asthma and Allergy Clinic
ALAN HASKILL SHARP, MB BS Monash FRACP FRCP Can

Cardiologist
GEORGE STEWART HALE, MD BS FRACP
Cardio-Thoracic Surgeons
JOHN KEVIN CLAREBOROUGH, OBE MB BS FRCS FRACS
ANTHONY CHARLES WILSON, MB BS FRACS

Dermatologists
JOHN ANDREW BRENAN, MB BS FRACP FACD
DENIS MORLEY CLARKE, MB BS DDM Syd. FACD

Ear, Nose and Throat Surgeons
JOHN TIMOTHY KENNEDY, MB BS FRACS MS (IA) DABO
GERALD JAMES LITTLE, BCE LS MB BS DLO FRCS Edin.

Endocrinologist
DONALD JOHN CHISHOLM, MB BS Syd. FRACP

Gynaecologists
THOMAS WILLIAM CAPELL, MB BS FRACS FRCOG
HILARY FRANCIS JOLLY, MB BS FRCS Glasgow FRACS FAGO FRCOG

Neurological Surgeons
JOHN KEITH HENDERSON, MB BS FRCS FRACS
JAMES THOMAS CUMMINS, MB BS FRCS

Neurologist
JOHN JAMES PATRICK BILLINGS, KCSG MD BS FRCP FRACP

Neuro-Pathologist
ROSS McDONALD ANDERSON, MB BS FRCPA

Ophthalmic Surgeons
JAMES HERBERT STEPHENS MARTIN, MB BS DO FRCS FRACS
JOSEPH WING-SANG YEUNG, MB BS DipABOpht FRACS MACO

Orthopaedic Surgeons
HENRY VERNON CROCK, MD BS FRCS FRACS
BRENDAN JOHN DOOLEY, MB BS FRCS FRACS
KEVIN FRANCIS KING, MB BS FRCS FRACS
JONATHAN HOWELL RUSH, MB BS FRACS

Paediatric Physician
DAVID BUXTON PITT, MD BS FRACP

Paediatric Surgeons
JOHN DOUGLAS ABERDEEN, MB BS FRACS
EUSTACE JULIAN KEOGH, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Plastic Surgeons
RICHARD KERNAN NEWING, VRD MD BS FRCS FRACS
BERNARD McCARTHY O'BRIEN, BSc MB MS FRCS FRACS FACS

Psychiatrists
ROWLAND ERIC SEAL, MA MB BS DPM FRACP FANZCP
DONALD CHARLES GRANT, MB BS Adel. DPM MANZCP
KWEE KEAT LIM, MB Bch MA BAO Dub. DPM Ireland MRCPsysch Lond.

Psychiatrist-Psychotherapist
IAN HOLLAND MARTIN, MD BS Adel. DPM FANZCP FRCPsych

Physician to Rheumatology Clinic
JOHN BEVAN WEBB, MB BS FRACP

Therapeutic Radiologist
JAMES PATRICK JOSEPH MADIGAN, MD BS FRACP DTR FCRA
ROBIN CLIVE KERR, MB BS MCRA FFR FRCR FRACR

Surgeons to Urological Clinic
PETER JAMES MORTENSEN, MB BS FRCS FRACS
DANIEL LENAGHAN, MB MS FRCS FRACS

Physician to Intensive Care Unit
JOHN EDMOND O'DONOVAN, MB BS FRACP
ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS

Senior Visiting Anaesthetists
HUGH CAMERON BUTEL, MB ChB N.Z. DA FFARACS
HENRY PETER PENN, MB BS DA FFARCS FFARACS
MICHAEL JOHN WATERFIELD, MB ChB Sheff. FFARACS

Visiting Anaesthetists
ROBERT WILLIAM COWIE, MB BS FFARACS
WILLIAM HENRY TAYLOR, MB BS FFARACS
GERALD BRIAN WESTMORE, MD BS MRCP FFARACS
ARTHUR FREDERICK WOODS, MB BS Adel. FFARACS

Assistant Physicians to Out-Patients
WILLIAM IVON BURNS, MB BS FRACP
PETER JOSEPH JAMES DAVIES, MB BS MRCP FRACP
EDWARD FRANCIS O’SULLIVAN, MB BS FRACP

Assistant Surgeons to Out-Patients
ROY LAURENCE WILLIS FINK, MB BS FRCS FRACS
RUPERT NEVILLE HOOD, MB BS FRCS FRACS
FRANCESCO INCANI, MB BS FRCS FRACS
RONALD JOHN MERCER, MB BS FRCS Edin. FRCS FRACS
MICHAEL JOHN PAROULAKIS, MB BS FRACS FRCS

Assistant Dematologist
HARVEY ROTSTEIN, MB BS MRACP FACD

Assistant Physician to Diabetes Clinic
WILLIAM HAMILTON SMITH, MD BS FRACP MRCP

Assistant Ear, Nose and Throat Surgeon
BOTHWELL ALLAN HILL, MB BS FRCS

Assistant Gynaecologist
JAMES PATRICK O’NEILL, MB BS FRCS Edin. FRACS FRCOG

Assistant Neurosurgeon
DARYL HEATH NYE, MB BS FRACS

Assistant Ophthalmic Surgeon
MARK GRAHAM LAZARUS, MB BS DipABOphth MACO

Assistant Surgeons to Orthopaedic Surgeons
BRIAN PATRICK DAVIE, MB BS FRACS
JONATHAN CHARLES HOOPER, MB BS FRCS Edin. FRCS FRACSOth.
LEO LENAGHAN, MB BS FRCS FRACS
STANLEY FREDERICK SCHOFIELD, MB BS FRCS FRACS

Assistant Paediatric Physician
ALAN DOUGLAS BRYAN, MB BS Q’ld. MRACP

Assistant Paediatric Surgeon
SUMITRA FELIX WICKRAMASINGHE, MB BS Ceylon FRCS FRACS Paed.Surg

Assistant Plastic Surgeons
DAVID ANDREW JENNER, MB BS FRACS
ALAN MALCOLM MACLEOD, MB BS FRACS
WAYNE ALLAN JOHN MORRISON, MB BS FRACS

Assistant Psychiatrists
EDMOND YU-KUEN CHIU, MB BS Q’ld. DPM Eng. MANZCP
HARRY NORMAN NEW, MB BS DPM MANZCP
NEVILLE EDWARD PARKER, MB BS Q’ld. DPM FRCPsych
MARGARET ANN EMMA PICKLES, MB BS BSc DPM MANZCP
RICHARD JERZY PRYTULA, MB BS Monash DPM MANZCP

Assistant Physicians to Rheumatology Clinic
KEVIN JAMES FRASER, MB BS MRCP FRACP
ELIZABETH ROMA LENAGHAN, MB BS DCH Lond. MRCP

Assistant Surgeons to Urologists
JOSEPH GERARD JOYCE, MB BS FRACS
PETER JULIAN METZNER, MB BS FRCS Edin. FRCS FRACS

Relieving Assistant Surgeons to Out-Patients
JOHN FRANCIS GURRY, MB BS FRACS FRCS
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JOHN RICHARD MACKAY, MB BS FRACS FRCS
VICTOR SLEYOUNG MAR, MB BS O’ld. FRCS FRCS Edin. FRACS
DOMINIC VELLAR, MB BS FRACS FRCS
JOHN DENIS VIDOVICH, MB BS FRACS FRCS

Psychiatrists (Sessional)
N O R M A N  G E R A L D  L E W I S ,  M R C S  L R C P  L o n d .  D P M  M A N Z C P
PH Y L L I S  S Y L V I A  L E W I S ,  M B  B S  L o n d .  D P M  M A N Z C P

Clinical Psychologist
R O N A L D  C O N W A Y ,  B A  M E D  M A P s s  M A C E

Consulting Surgeon
G E R A L D  B R O S N A N ,  M B  B S  F R C S  F R A C S

Lecturer in Vaccination

Director of Anaesthesia
R A L P H  C L A R K ,  M B  B S  D A  F F A R C S  F F A R A C S

Deputy Director of Anaesthesia and Physician Perfusionist
H E N R Y  M I C H A E L  B R A Y ,  M B  B S  F F A R A C S

Cardiac Anaesthetist/Perfusionist

Senior Assistant to the Director of Anaesthesia
V I L I M  S T A N I S C H ,  M B  B S  D A  L o n d .  F F A R A C S  F F A R A C S

Assistants to the Director of Anaesthesia
K E I T H  D A V I D  C R O N I N ,  M B  B S  F F A R A C S
S T A N I S L A W  S C H W E I T Z E R ,  M B  B S  F F A R A C S

Director of Biochemistry

Director of Cardio-Vascular Diagnostic Unit
I A N  G R E G O R Y  M C D O N A L D ,  M B  B S  F R A C P

Deputy Director of Cardio-Vascular Diagnostic Unit

Director of Casualty Medical Services

Director of Community Medicine

Medical Officer—Depaul Centre

Endocrinologist
F R A N K  P E T E R  A L F O R D ,  M D  B S  F R A C P

Gastroenterologist

Director of Haematology
B R Y A N  M C K A Y  R U S H ,  M B  B S  S y d .  F R A C P  F R C P A

Director of Intensive Care

Assistant Specialist to Intensive Care Unit
D A V I D  C H A R L E S  C A D E ,  M B  B S  F R A C P

Director of Microbiology
B R Y A N  C R A I G  A E K I N S  S T R A T F O R D ,  E D  M D  B S  F R A C P  F R C P A
M R C F a t h  L o n d .

Assistant Neurologist and Clinical-Neuro-Physiologist

Director of Nuclear Medicine
R U D O L P H  L E O P O L D  C H M I E L ,  M B  B S  D T R  M R A C R
ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS

Oncologist
WILLIAM IVON BURNS, MB BS FRACP

Director of Anatomical Pathology
NORMAN ALEXANDER DAVIS, MB BS FRCPA MRCPath Lond.

Deputy Director of Anatomical Pathology
DAVID JOHN DAVIES, BSc MB ChB Liverpool FRACP

Assistant Pathologist—Anatomical Pathology
HILARY FAY HILL, MB BS Syd. FRCPA

Director of Radiology
ERIC JOHN GILFORD, MB BS MCRA FFR

Deputy Director of Radiology
PAUL DOUGLAS MOWAT, MB BS Q’ld. DMRD FFR MRACR

Director of Rehabilitation
JOHN ANTHONY BURGESS, MB BS FRACP

Physician to Community Medicine
MARY PATRICIA WILKINSON, BSc MD BS Lond. MRCP FRACP

Pathologist—Cytogenetics
OLGA MARGARET GARSON, MB BS FRCPA FRACP

The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research

Associated Staff

JERRY McKEE ADAMS, BSc Emory PhD Harv. (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
ROBIN FREDERIC ANDERS, BAgSc PhD (Post-Doctoral Fellow, U.S.A.)
GEOFFREY FRANCIS BEADLE, MB BS Q’ld. (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
ANN BOWLES, BSc
JONATHAN BUCKLEY, BMedSc MB BS (Postgraduate Scholar)
ANTONY BURGESS, BSc PhD (Queen Elizabeth II Fellow)
ROBERT CHARLES BURTON, BMedSc MB BS MRACP FRACS (Postgraduate Scholar, N.H. & M.R.C.)
CHRISTOPHER CHEN, MB BS AM Singapore MRCOG Lond. (Visiting Fellow, Singapore)
SUZANNE CORY, PhD Cantab. MSc (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
JAMES WATSON CODING, MB BS Monash BMedSc (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
NICHOLAS GOUGH, BSc Adel. (Postgraduate Scholar)
GEORGE ANDRE GUTMAN, BA Columbia PhD Stanford (Post-Doctoral Fellow, U.S.A.)
ALAN WILLIAM HARRIS, MSc PhD Tor. (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
MARGARET COOPER HOLMES, MSc PhD (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
MAUREEN HOWARD, BSc (Postgraduate Scholar)
RUSSELL JOHN HOWARD, BSc PhD (Post-Doctoral Fellow)
KEN’ICHI IMANISHI, BAgSc MSc Tokyo (Postgraduate Scholar)
GREGORY JOHNSON, BSc(Ed) BSc PhD (Research Fellow)
RODNEY PETER LAMBERT, DIP Q’ld. MB BS BMedSc (Postgraduate Scholar, N.H. & M.R.C.)
JUDITH ELEANOR LAYTON, BSc
GERD-ALBRECHT LUCKENBACH, DipBiol PhD Freiburg (Post-Doctoral Fellow, West Germany)
MALCOLM MACKENZIE, AB Berkeley MD San Francisco (Visiting Fellow, U.S.A.)
THOMAS ELI MANDEL, MB BS (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
GRAHAM FRANK MITCHELL, BVSc Syd. RDA PhD (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
TERRY NICHOLLS, MSc Birm BVSc MRCS (Postgraduate Scholar)
NICOS ANTHONY NICOLA, BSc PhD (Queen Elizabeth II Fellow)
HOWARD FLOREY INSTITUTE OF EXPERIMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE

Director DEREK ASHWORTH DENTON, MB BS
Assistant Directors

JOHN PAUL COGHLAN, PhD DSc (Principal Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
BRYAN HUDSON, MD BS PhD FRACP FRCP (Principal Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
HUGH DAVID NIAIL, MD BS FRACP (Principal Research Fellow N.H. & M.R.C.)

Scientific Staff

*KINGSLEY JOHN FRASER ALLEN, MSc PhD MAIP (Senior Research Officer, N.H. & M.R.C.)
HUGH WILLIAM GORDON BAKER, MB BS PhD Monash MRACP (Research Fellow, Ford Foundation)
JOHN REGINALD BLAIR-WEST, MSc PhD (Senior Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
BJÖRN WILHELM BÖRJESSON, CandReal Bergen PhD (Junior Research Fellow, Anti-Cancer Council of Victoria)
ALDONA BUTKUS, DipMedLabTechnol AILMT (Research Assistant, N.H. & M.R.C.)
*JAMES SHING KOON FAN, BSc PhD (Senior Research Officer, N.H. & M.R.C.)
ROSS TERRENCE FERNLEY, BSc Q’ld. PhD Monash (Senior Research Officer, N.H. & M.R.C.)
ANGELA PASSMORE GIBSON, BSc (Research Assistant, N.H. & M.R.C.)
RUTH EMILY HIGGINSON, BSc Queens (Research Assistant, W.H.O.)
ROBERT JOHN JAMES, DipAppChem Preston (Research Assistant, N.H. & M.R.C.)
MARIE JOHN, DipChemEng Stockholm (Research Assistant, W.H.O.)
MICHAEL JOSEPH McKINLEY, MSc PhD (Senior Research Officer, N.H. & M.R.C.)
*AUSMA MIROVICS, MSc (Research Assistant, N.H. & M.R.C.)
JOHN FREDERICK NELSON, Msc PhD (Senior Research Officer, N.H. & M.R.C.)
CATHERINE JANE ODDIE, MSc (Research Officer, N.H. & M.R.C.)
BRUCE ALAN SCOGGINS, MAgrSc Cant. PhD (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
*SHIRLEY ATHALE PAMELA SIMPSON, MSc (Research Assistant, N.H. & M.R.C.)
*MARGARET HELEN SMITH, BSc (Research Assistant, N.H. & M.R.C.)
ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS

GEOFFREY WILLIAM TREGGEAR, BSc PhD (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)
MARTA CLELIA VERONI, BSc W.A. (Research Assistant, W.H.O.)
JOHN RAMSAY WALSH, BSc ARMIT (Research Assistant, N.H. & M.R.C.)
RICHARD STUART WEISINGER, BA Okla. City MSc PhD Wash. (Senior Research Officer, N.H. & M.R.C.)
ROY DOUGLAS WRIGHT, DSc A.N.U. & Melb. MB MS FRACP (Fellow)

Associated Staff
†GRAHAM DENE BURROWS, MB ChB BSc Otago DPM MANZCP MRC Psych (First Assistant, Department of Psychiatry)
†KENNETH JOHN HARDY, MB BS FRACS FACS (Department of Surgery, Austin Hospital)
†JOHN SIMON MCKENZIE, MSc PhD (Senior Lecturer, Department of Physiology)
†PETER MAXWELL ROBINSON, BSc PhD (Senior Lecturer, Department of Anatomy)
†ELVIE MARELYN WINTOUR, MSc PhD (Senior Lecturer, Department of Physiology)

Clinical Instructors of the Clinical Dental School

Chairman of Clinical School
Professor ELSDON STOREY, DDSc PhD

Dental Director
JOHN DAWKINS, DDSc FRACDS
GEOFFREY WILLIAM TREGGEAR, BSc PhD (Research Fellow, N.H. & M.R.C.)

Conservative Dentistry

Hon. Senior Consultant
Professor ELSDON STOREY, DDSc PhD

Hon. Consultants
WALLACE ARTHUR McDougall, BSc DDSc Q’ld MDS FRAcDS
MELDRUM JAMES ARTHUR CAMPBELL, DDS MSc FRAcDS

Hon. Senior Clinical Assistants
VINCENT CONRAD AMERENA, MDSc FRACDS
FREDERICK CHARLES BARNETT, DDS Tor. MDSc FRACDS
JULIAN BASSET, BDS Syd. DDS Tor.
JOHN WILLIAM BROWNBILL, MDSc
JOHN CAREY, BDSc
JOHN ANDREW CARROLL, BDSc
ANDREW EDWARD CATTERMOLE, MSc Lond. MDS FRAcDS
PAMELA JANE CRAIG, MDS FRAcDS
JAMES LEO CURTAIN, BDSc
ERNST HEINZ EHRRMANN, BDSc DDS Tor. FDSRCS FRACDS
GRAHAM ELLENDER, BDS Lond. MDS FRAcDS
SOPHIE FEIK, MDS Syd.
RICHARD HENRY HAMMOND, BDS Lond. MDS FRAcDS
JOHN ROBERT HEATH, MDS FRAcDS
IAN HOWARD JOHNSON, MDS FRAcDS
GEOFFREY Mc Donald KNIGHT, MSc Lond. BDS FRAcDS
JOHN DENNIS Mc Donald, BDSc DipOrth FDSRCS FRACDS
HARRY ATHOL MEINTOSH, BDSc DDS Tor.
ALAN SCOTT MALCOLM, MDS FRAcDS
LLOYD GEORGE O'BRIEN, DDS Tor. MDS FRAcDS
RAIN PAPLI, BDS Adel. MSc Lond. FRACDS
BLAIR ALAN SHRIMPTON, MDS Otago
UNIVERSITY CALENDAR

VILKO SKACEJ, DDS Tor. BDSc FRACDS
ARTHUR BARLOW TELFORD, BDSc MSc Lond. FRACDS
VICTOR CHARLES WEST, DDO Clas. BSc MDSc DipOrth FRACDS
FRED TALBOT WIDDOP, BSc MDSc FRACDS
FREDERICK ALLAN CHARLES WRIGHT, MDS Otago
GEORGEY JOHN WYLIE, DDS Tor. BDSc FRACDS

Hon. Clinical Assistants

GERARD DAVID CONDON, BDSc
RICHARD ALAN MAYHEW, BDSc
MARGARET PRESTON, BDSc
ANDREW JOHN SPENCER, BDSc
JOAN ELAINE STEEL, BSc Syd.
BRUCE EMERY TAYLOR, BDSc

Hospital Staff

ANN WOO YORK, BDS Sing.
ROBERT HUGH AITKEN, BDS Otago MDSc
CORNELIUS JOSEPH ARMSTRONG, BDS Syd. DDSc DipOrth
DESMOND JOSEPH CRACK, BDSc O’ld
GEORGE CAMPBELL CUMMING, BDSc
GONG SIEW HUA ING KAI, BDSc Sing.
THOMAS JAMES HIGGINS, BDSc O’ld
STANLEY JACOBS, BDSc FDSRCS Eng. DipOrth Eng.
ROBERT DEANS KING, BDSc
PAUL JOHN LACHAL, BDSc
CYRIL SYDNEY MARTIN, BDS Syd. DPH Syd. FRACDS
LEONARD ARTHUR NASH, BDSc
VEERENDRA SINGH, BDSc
BASIL IAN STEELE, MDSc
CHEE STEIDLER, BDSc
JOHN FREDERICK GRAHAM WILDE, BDSc

Dental Prosthetics

Hon. Senior Consultant

Professor HENRY FORMAN ATKINSON, MBE MSc DDS Manc. MDSc FDSRCS Edin.

Hon. Consultants

ROY WILFRED SHEPHERD, DDSc FRACDS
CLIVE GEOFFREY DENNIS, DDSc

Hon. Senior Clinical Assistants

KEITH DOUGLAS BURTON FAULKNER, MDSq O’ld FRACDS
HARRY IAN GILL, MDSc FRACDS
RAYMOND MAXWELL VINCENT HALLAM, BDSc
JOHN KENNETH HARCOURT, DDSc FRACDS
KENNETH JOHNSON, MDSc
ALLIN LEONG, MDSc
LORETTA MATILDA MARASH, MDSc
NATALIE NEIBURGS, BDSc
WILLIAM JAMES RALPH, MDSc FRACDS
JOHN RATTRAY, DDSc
MARTYN HARRY SPRATLEY, BDSc Manc.
SYDNEY CHARLES WARNEKE, MDSc FRACDS
LAWRENCE RAY ALBERT WILLIAMS, DDS Northwestern FRACDS
JOHN FREDERICK ZETTL, MDSc FRACDS

Hon. Clinical Assistant

GERALD CONDON, BDSc
ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS

Hospital Staff

VICTOR ALEXANDER BREMNER, DDS Northwestern BDsc FRACDS
BRENDAN FRANCIS DURKIN, BDsc
JAMES FREDERICK McCARTHY, BDS Syd. MDsc FRACDS
STEWARD ALEXANDER MITCHELL, BDSc
BOYD FORSTER ORCHARD, BDSc
JOHN VINCENT RASMUSSEN, MDsc
ALEJZY SZWAJER-PRICE, MDsc FRACDS
HOCH CHUAN SOH, MDsc Sing.
BRIAN GORDON WILSON, MDsc

Dental Medicine and Surgery

Hon. Senior Consultant
Professor PETER CLARENCE READE, MDS PhD Adel. MDsc FDSRCS MRCPath

Hon. Consultants
JOHN PRITCHARD STEWART CAMPBELL, MDsc FRACDS
BRYAN GRAY RADDEN, BDSc W.A. PhD Lond. MDsc FDSRCS MRCPath

Hon. Senior Clinical Assistants
VINCENT CONRAD AMERENA, MDsc FRACDS
ANTHONY PETER BARBETT, BDSc
GRAHAM DENE BURROWS, MB ChB BSc Otago DPM MANZCP MRCPath
ROBERT MALCOLM COOK, MDsc FRACDS FDSRCS
WILLIAM CHARLES DWYER, MDsc FRACDS
JACK ALLAN GERSCHMAN, BDSc
HUGH GRAHAM GILMORE, MDsc
JOHN LEWIS GODFREY, BDSc FDSRCS
ROGER KINGSLEY HALL, MDsc FRACDS
KENNETH DAVID HAY, BDS Otago FDSRCS Edin.
BRUCE AARON LEVANT, MDsc FDSRCS
WALTER IAN MacFARLANE, MDS Manc. MDsc FRACDS FDSRCS
JOHN BARCLAY MESSER, MDsc Q’ld
HECTOR JOSIAH ORAMS, DDSc
JOHN WILLIAM BIRCH PEDLEY, MDsc
JOHN MALCOLM PIERCEY, MB BS DDSc
STEPHEN STEWART PRIME, BDS Birm.
MICHAEL LAWRENCE ROBERTS, MDS (Hons.) Adel. PhD
PHILLIP RICHARD NEVILLE SUTTON, DDSc FRACDS
GEOFFREY WILLIAM TATE, MDsc
RALPH C. TAYLOR, BDSc

Hospital Staff

JAMES MATTHEW BELL, MB BS DA FFARACS
ROBERT W. BERRY, BDS Sheff.
JOHN DAWKINS, DDSc FRACDS
OLYMPIA B. DeSOUSA, MB BS Poona
DAVID FEGENT, MB BS FFARACS
JAMES EDWARD FIELD, MB BS FFARACS
GRAHAM GEOFFREY FOWLER, BDSc
MARGARET GARRETT, MB BS Madras
HARTLEY GIBSON, OBE BDSc LDS FICD
JANICE D. GILLIES, MSc MB BS Syd. FFARACS
JOSEPHINE GOTTILICH, MB ChB DA W’rand.
KENNETH N. GRIEG, MB BS
GRAEME M. HALL, BDS Lond.
JOHN ALEXANDER LYLE IRWIN, BDSc
DAVID WARD KENNAN, MDsc FRACDS
MARY MORLAND, MB BS
JOHN GRAHAM NIVEN, BDS Lond.
NALLIAH PARAMANATHAN, BDS Sing.
KEITH POWIS, BDS Sheff.
NEVILLE W. QUINN, MDSc BS FRCS FRCS Edin. FRCS Ire.
FRSRCS FRACDS
WILLIAM TYNDALE SMITH, LDSRCS
GEOFFREY WILLIAM SPURWAY, BDSc
NANDOR EDWARD STEIDLER, BDSc
JOHN ALBERT THORNE, BDSc
WILLIAM WILLIAMSON, MB ChB N.Z. FFARACS

STATE COLLEGE OF VICTORIA AT MELBOURNE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (EDUCATION)

Biology
Head of Department (Acting)
JUDITH FAY KINNEAR, BEd LaT. MSc PhD
Senior Lecturer
DAVID GRANTLEY MORGAN, BSc DipEd
HEDLEY WALLACE BOND, MSF Yale PhD Utah BScF BSc
TERRY FRANCIS HARRISON, BSc Bed
Lecturers
JOHN RICHARD BAIRD, MSc DipEd
JOHN CHARLES SAMPSON, BSc PhD DipEd W.Aust
Senior Tutors/Demonstrators
LINDEN RAE GILLBANK, BSc PhD DipEd
KELVIN DOUGLAS JACKSON, BSc DipEd
JENNIFER RUTH McFADDEN, BSc(Ed) BSc PhD
JANET ELEANOR PRITCHARD, BSc Syd. CertDiet DipEd
*LILA SMITH, MHSc Otago ACTT

Chemistry
Head of Department
JOHN JOSEPH RYAN, BSc PhD Bed ARACI
Senior Lecturers
JOHN GEOFFREY DOWN, BSc PhD DipEd ARACI
ROBERT JOHN PROSSER, BSc PhD Bed
Lecturers
JOHN GILBERT AINLEY, BSc Med ARACI
CHRISTOPHER JOHN BICUM, PhD A.N.U. BSc DipEd
GEOFFREY JULIAN GIDDINGS, BSc Bed
GARY ALEXANDER KAKOS, BSc Bed PhD
CAROLE ELSA SCOLLARY, MSc Bed ARACI
GEOFFREY ROBERT SCOLLARY, PhD LaT. MSc Bed ARACI
Demonstrator
JOHN MURRAY CHARLESWORTH, BSc

Education
Head of Educational Sociology
DESMOND ROBERT FRASER, BA Bed
Head of Psychology
VALERIE JEAN RUSSELL, BA PhD Bed MAPsS
Senior Lecturer
SUSAN MAY MORRISON, BSc Med MAPsS
ASSOCIATED INSTITUTIONS

Lecturers
ROBERT JAMIESON BARKER, BA DipPsych TPTC MAPsS
BARRY JOHN FALLON, BD BA Q'ld MA PhD Sunyab MAPsS
ALFRED BENEDICT KUEN, MA TSTC
DAVID RAWLINGS, BA N.E. MA Flin. DipEd A.N.U. MAPsS
DOREEN ANNE ROSENTHAL, BA PhD MAPsS
MURRAY SEIFFERT, MAgSc DipEd

Tutors/Demonstrators
VALERIE JOAN BOYD, BA Tas. DipEd Monash
LORIS PERRY, BA

Mathematics
Head of Department
THEODORE HARNEY MACDONALD, BSc McG Med Columbia PhD
Glasgow LMus Mon. FIMA Lond. MACE FZS

Senior Lecturers
ANGELINA HELEN JUNE BYRNE, DipEd Monash MSc PhD
NEAL FRASER BYRNE, BSc TPTC

Lecturers
EDWIN TREVENEN CONWAY, MSc DipEd
JOHN DOWSEY, BA TSTC
SUSAN EVE GORDON, BSc Rand UED U.N.I.S.A.
HELEN HUTCHENS, MSc DipTchg (Sec) Adel.
BARRY JOHN McCRAE, BSc DipEd

Senior Tutors
BARRY WILLIAM HARRIDGE, BSc DipEd
MICHAL THOMPSON, BSc Tas. DipEd LaT.

Tutors
GEOFFREY WILLIAM ORRIN, BSc DipEd
MEI PYNG NG, PhD

Physics
Head of Department
JEAN CLARK, BSc Exon. DPhil Oxon. DipEd Monash FAIP

Senior Lecturers
KEVIN EDWARD MAUGER, BSc DipEd MAIP
REX O'BRIEN, MSc DipEd MAIP

Lecturers
ROBIN ANTHONY HIRST, BSc PhD DipEd MAIP
CLIFFORD KEITH MALCOLM, PhD Sásk. BSc BEd
JOHN MAXWELL OWEN, BSc MED MAIP

Senior Demonstrator
PETER JAMES ROGERS, BSc PhD DipEd MAIP

Demonstrator
ROBERT MILNE, BSc PhD
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